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ABSTRACT
The law and ethics of Western democratic states have their basis
in liberalism. This extends to regulation and ethical discussion of
technology and businesses doing data processing. Liberalism relies
on the privacy and autonomy of individuals, their ordering through
a public market, and, more recently, a measure of equality guaranteed by the state. We argue that these forms of regulation and
ethical analysis are largely incompatible with the techno-political
and techno-economic dimensions of artificial intelligence. By analyzing liberal regulatory solutions in the form of privacy and
data protection, regulation of public markets, and fairness in AI,
we expose how the data economy and artificial intelligence have
transcended liberal legal imagination. Organizations use artificial
intelligence to exceed the bounded rationality of individuals and
each other. This has led to the private consolidation of markets and
an unequal hierarchy of control operating mainly for the purpose
of shareholder value. An artificial intelligence will be only as ethical
as the purpose of the social system that operates it. Inspired by the
science of artificial life as an alternative to artificial intelligence, we
consider data intermediaries: sociotechnical systems composed of
individuals associated around collectively pursued purposes. An
attention cooperative, that prioritizes its incoming and outgoing
data flows, is one model of a social system that could form and
maintain its own autonomous purpose.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Social and professional topics → Computing / technology
policy; Computing / technology policy; • Security and privacy → Human and societal aspects of security and privacy; •
Computing methodologies → Philosophical/theoretical foundations of artificial intelligence.
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The law and ethics of Western democratic states have their basis in liberalism, and this extends to legal regulation and ethical
discussion of technology and businesses doing data processing. Liberalism relies on the privacy and autonomy of individuals, their
ordering through a public market, and, more recently, a measure
of equality guaranteed by the state. We argue that these forms
of regulation and ethical analysis are largely incompatible with
the techno-political and techno-economic dimensions of artificial
intelligence. Over the course of the twentieth century, computer
science, cognitive psychology, operations research, management
science, statistics and other fields, have converged on a science of
agency. This science explains and enables the supremacy of corporate actors with artificial intelligence capabilities over individual
humans that often lack the capacity to know and defend their own
interests. Regulatory solutions that seek to reinforce liberal patterns of individual privacy and public markets have enabled the
data economy, which is different from anything imagined in liberal
legal theory, to develop further along this trajectory. For instance,
platforms have inverted the relationship between individuals and
the market, making the former public and the latter private.
We see this disconnect between liberalism as a basis for ethical
reasoning in Western legal systems and artificial intelligence in
fact as the source of anxiety around the power of large technology companies. Artificial intelligence’s challenge to ethics is its
challenge to liberal political theory. In Section 1, we trace liberalism’s approaches to rendering technology ethical through privacy
laws, regulation of the public market, and pursuit of “fairness in
AI”. In our analysis, these liberal interventions have not entirely
succeeded. Rather, the data economy and artificial intelligence have
transcended legal imagination. More recent scientific advances, especially those connected to the theory of the firm, have revealed
liberalism’s blind spots.
In Section 2, we consider artificial intelligence for itself. The
term “artificial intelligence” is imprecise. Originating in a highly
influential workshop at Dartmouth College in 1956, it can now
mean variously a research field within computer science, a class of
technologies, or kind of product or service. Generally the term is
used to designate the cutting edge of what is possible using computing technology; this is captured in the quip or joke known as
Tesler’s Theorem: “AI is whatever hasn’t been done yet.” Originally,
the research questions around artificial intelligence centered on
the question of whether a machine could think like a human being [104]. This question of psychological verisimilitude has since
given way to the question of how to use computing technology to
perform complex information processing tasks, such as image classification, language translation, and transcription of text into speech,
at increasing scale, through statistical and optimization techniques
known as machine learning. Academic research communities still
develop “artificial intelligence” in ways that are decontextualized

from industrial processes. However, as the term has come to be
used to refer more and more to commercial products and services, it
must be understood to denote a much more complex system of user
interfaces, business to business exchanges of data and computing
services, and contracted, sometimes invisible, labor [48].
Early founders of the field of artificial intelligence such as Herbert Simon [87] understood that the “sciences of the artificial” were
a combined science of computing machines, information systems
broadly construed, and organizational management. This scientific
paradigm has led to profound social shifts. These include the reconceptualization of the individual human in terms of information
processing operations that can be compared to those of a machine.
In the commercial context, many of the operations typically attributed to the entrepreneur (such as search and forecasting) have
now been automated, making the firm more subject to absentee
ownership. Artificial intelligence has enabled frictionless, “smart”,
data-driven, and privately owned alternatives to the public price
mechanism via the platform as an economic formation. When individual humans can be compared directly, as agents, with larger
socio-technical organizations such as firms, the fact that rationality
is bounded, and differently bounded, is a fundamental inequality
that flouts any egalitarian principle. These scientific facts and economic realities have upended liberal assumptions. An applicable,
actionable normative theory must build on the theory of artificial
intelligence, not be blind to it.
In Section 3, we explore one way to emerge from this crisis.
Atomized individuals will not be able to guarantee their interests
and freedoms within the privately controlled superordinate agencies of platforms that treat them as “users”. Instead, ethical AI
must enable collective agency through new data and sociotechnical infrastructure designed for different purposes. We look to the
scientific paradigms of systems theory, such as the social theory
of Niklas Luhmann, and the technical discipline of artificial life
as foundations for this new line of inquiry. If liberalism is limited
to the understanding of society divided into public and private
spheres, artificial intelligence ethics requires an understanding of
society composed of multiple, intersecting social systems with diverse purposes [71].
We review several past and proposed data intermediaries that are
examples of social systems in this sense. These systems are designed
for various purposes: greater individual control of data, outsourced
policing and enforcement of individual rights, better governance of
information flows, and the remission of value to consumers, are just
a few. The vast majority of data intermediaries fail. We distinguish
between those intermediaries designed according to liberal ideas,
and those that instead are aimed at collective purposes.
We come to the conclusion that an artificial intelligence will be as
ethical as the purpose of the social system that operates it. Hence, an
AI that is operated by an absentee-owned corporation that treats
individual users as means, not ends, will never be ethical. Rather,
the law and ethics of AI must imagine new forms of sociotechnical
collectives that use “smart” technologies to further the purposes of
individuals as members. Ethical AI is artificial intelligence used for
self-governance, the coordination of authentic collective attention
and action, and sustainable life.

1

LIBERALISM AND THE DIGITAL

This section describes certain juridical features of liberal political
theory that condition existing strategies for regulating artificial
intelligence practices and business models. These include, first,
an individual person, fashioned as morally autonomous [103] and
self-determining [96], that is endowed with sufficient rationality to
exercise their rights freely and effectively. Second, the privileging
of individual autonomy conditioned by both privacy (as a zone of
freedom from state coercion and other private parties) [38] and the
capacity to possess and alienate private property [72]. In certain
Lockean liberal traditions, because the individual is self-possessing,
the capacity to alienate private property extends to the capacity to
alienate oneself both in labor and in image [34]. Third, this equal
[112], universal, and autonomous subject is capable of transacting
and exchanging its rights with other equals through a free public
market [53]. Finally, and most recently, some branches of liberal
theory have taken on egalitarianism as a core principle [5, 76].
Liberalism imagines a society of individuals. These individuals
are endowed with moral rationality and autonomy. They coordinate
by means of the market, a public system of exchanges of what is
otherwise private—private property. Liberally premised law and
ethics governing artificial intelligence therefore aim for privacy and
data protection to preserve individual autonomy, better markets to
preserve data as private property, and interventions on machine
learnt models to ensure egalitarian fairness. We examine how these
liberal interventions into artificial intelligence applications have
fared in practice and find that they are failing because they unfold
on a political and theoretical terrain that has been superseded by
artificial intelligence itself.

1.1

The individual subject and its autonomy
through privacy and property

Liberal law presumes an individual that is an independent center of
consciousness with agency and the capacity to be held responsible
for action. External direction or imposition as to what the true
interests of the individual might, or ought to, be is thus an improper
interference with both dignity and autonomy. The individual is the
cornerstone of liberal moral reasoning. The freedom to choose is
paramount, and the capacity to choose is expressed, on one hand,
through the possession of rights and freedom to contract, and on
the other, by the capacity to author one’s own identity. Private
property is the name given to the material part of the protected
individual domain [53], the power of which is expressed in the
legal capacity to enforce those property rights against the world at
large. In liberalism, “privacy” protects the immaterial dimensions
of the individual domain against both the state—as a solution to
preserving individual freedom while simultaneously legitimating
sovereign power (i.e. the rule of law)—and against private actors.
Where to draw the line between the legitimate and illegitimate
domain of the state (i.e. the extent of privacy and the comprehensiveness or limits of private property rights), and on what ethical
or moral premise, are both debated. However, all shades of liberal
thought rationalize the non-state-governed dimensions of life into
rights, especially property rights, ordered by private law. Through
property rights, it becomes possible to govern groups of individuals
that do not share similar goals, purposes, or notions of the good.

In the digital economy, the individual domain is primarily protected through privacy and data protection laws. Both “dignitarian” (including ideas around subject self-creation, see [30, 31]) and
“control” (or “liberty” [114]) based justifications for privacy can be
understood as defending a sphere of individual autonomy from
illegitimate interference. Governing the movement and processing of data through regulations premised on individual economic
"control" [113] typically relies on “notice and consent” to define
the parameters of legitimate action. That is, autonomy is protected
because individuals as “data subjects” consent to the collection and
processing of their personal information. The notice and consent
paradigm is widely acknowledged to be a failure [9]. However it
remains dominant in existing and emerging data protection legislation. Dignitarian approaches in privacy typically define elements of
selfhood as non-trafficable, making the exercise of data protection
and privacy rights an act of self-authorship. Deriving from Kantian
ideals in European constitutional protections of “personality” [63],
ideas like “informational self-determination”1 and “information
sovereignty” have become central to European data protection law.
Control over data is thus a means of self-presentation and selfauthorship. Rather than contractual economic exchange of data
for a digital service, dignitarian rationales enable the individual to
define how their identity is represented in databases controlled by
external entities like states and companies. Although European data
protection law does not rely on consent as the exclusive mechanism
for legitimate data processing, consent and individual control over
data (in the form of “data subject rights” that enable access, rectification and erasure of data, as well as the contestation of profiles)
remain the primary instruments for regulating online behavioural
advertising. Indeed, one focus of the European Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR), likely the strictest data protection regulation
globally, was to upgrade consent requirements to “meaningful consent”. This manifests as endless “popups” performing transparency
about the movement and processing of personal data. In the world of
behavioural advertising and the digital economy more broadly, the
dignitarian protections of the European General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) are thus reconcilable with the more individual economic “control” oriented governance of the movement and
processing of data in more property-oriented liberal jurisdictions.
Whatever its philosophical or political foundation, this form of individual control over personal data, either as an economic resource
or elements of personality [110], presents little barrier to the extraction and monetization of personal data through the generation
and trading of inferences and insights, which typically elude data
protection regulation [55].
In the AI informed digital economy, however, data is better understood as a means of governance—not simply a commodity or
resource [19, 73]. In other words, data is meaningful because, like
an electrical charge, it flows in a circuit from and then back to the
individual, establishing a dynamic, ongoing relationship. Between
its beginning and end, the data flows between unaccountable intermediaries, each extracting value from the control system. Data
becomes a tool for governing others through its capacity to be
refined into predictive products that, in this digital economy, are
1 German
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used to steer consumer behaviour. The liberal representational account of data as static and transactional attaches awkwardly to
the reality of data, co-generated by individuals through platform
interactions, and channeled to and from networked actors on the
other side of the platform who use it in real-time. Data is also no
longer merely personal because it inevitably reveals information
about multiple individuals [10, 37, 73, 110], and has value mainly
through its aggregation into audiences and consumer segments. Because social information derived from data does not pertain directly
to an individual, it becomes an externality in the liberal market
conception [54], and beyond the scope of liberal regulation. As
we discuss below, a more engaged form of regulation would move
on from individual control over the inputs of those aggregated
data products to the establishment of autonomy, agency, or control
over the outputs of data processing [37]. Individual control over
data does not translate into individual control over the governing
power of data. In other words, self-authorship does not translate to
self-governance in the digital world.

1.2

A free public market?

Although some enthusiastically distinguish between liberalism and
neoliberalism, or classical liberalism and social liberalism, or liberalism and libertarianism [41], the different governing forms embodying these political theories only shift the degree of freedom
or autonomy guaranteed from the state (or alternatively the scope
of limited government), and what elements of life are placed in
market domains [53]. While their social consequences clearly vary,
they share certain key organizational ideas. Indeed, for Hayek, the
essence of liberalism is a self-generating or spontaneous ordering in
social affairs. The spontaneous order takes the form of unregulated
or free markets that are the inverse of a coordinated or planned
ordering that is the realm of democratic governance. Noting that
few markets are actually free or unregulated, the complex forms of
governance that have developed through the 20th and early 21st
century have still enhanced the role of markets in coordinating
social life through legal tools that instantiate and then protect those
markets from democratic intervention [23, 89].
Liberal scholars, originating with Laudon [65], have proposed
that it would be beneficial to organize the digital distribution of
personal data directly using public markets. This proposal has faced
many practical and theoretical challenges. A primary difficulty
of instituting personal data markets is the creation of a viable
property right to personal data. Data is naturally non-rivalrous and
easy to copy; a data market would need to establish its alienability,
rivalry, and excludability somehow [90]. While it is possible to
imagine something akin to an intellectual property right to personal
data, such a regime would be inadequate because of the intrinsic
relationship between personal data and privacy, which is also valued
by liberalism. Some argue that whereas intellectual property is
alienable, privacy is not (or ought not be); ergo, intellectual property
rights in personal data would lead to a contradiction within liberal
legal theory [79], at least in its dignitarian formulations. Others
have advocated for treating personal data creation as a form of
labor, which would then be sold on a market [7, 64]. Perhaps labor
is justly alienable from the laborer, and perhaps not—either way,

this recommendation still runs into the well-known objections to
data markets.
A further critique of data markets and the corollary of formalized
property rights in data (as well as the idea of data as labor), is that
this seems unlikely to alter the political economy of data processing
[109]. Property rights will not disturb the dynamics of a regulatory
system that already treats data as a pseudo-commodity, protected
by trade secrets, technical infrastructures, and contracts that enable
the enclosure and primitive accumulation of data by platforms [32].
Platforms are more like firms than markets, while at the same time
superseding the liberal imagination of the firm.
Economics perennially debates the nature of the firm. Marshall,
in his Principles of Economics (1890), noted organization as a fourth
“factor of production”, along with land, labor, and capital. Coase
(1937/1995) would later famously argue that the purpose of the
firm is to allow the entrepreneur to purchase factors of production
without the “costs of using the price mechanism”, which include
the costs of discovering prices, negotiating, and managing risks.
Coase’s transaction cost economics also suggests the existence of a
type of organizational rationality governing firm decision making,
rather than the firm existing as merely an aggregation of individual
agents seeking to maximize their own self interest as they conduct organizational business [119]. That is, the firm has its own
organizational utility of profitability, which may not always translate into the interests of the firm’s members. And while certain
economists have proposed to define corporate firms, for instance,
as a nexus of contracts [22], the firm maintains a hierarchy which
distributes information and power unequally amongst those individuals. Williamson [115] has elaborated transaction cost economics
to account for the specific conditions—such as asset specificity,
environmental uncertainty, and the threat of opportunism—under
which it is inefficient for the firm to use the market rather than
develop resources under its hierarchical control. These conditions
are pervasive in the digital economy, in which personal data and
artificial intelligence technologies are specific assets for managing uncertainty. Now firms commonly offer ex ante “free” services
that bind users into contracts with unknown ex post costs [58].
The employees of these firms are similarly bound by nondisclosure
agreements into privately ordered arrangements in which their
ability to act as public citizens is limited. Corporate organizations
should not be thought of as collectives in a meaningful sense—they
are their own artificial entities.
In this framing, the firm and the entrepreneur are interchangeable, while employees are simply factors of production coordinated and bound by contracts into a production function. The entrepreneur constructs the firm out of contracts to reduce the costs
of search, negotiation, and forecasting as well as their exposure
to risk. However, in the mid-20th century scientists began mastering and automating these tasks of managing information costs.
The entrepreneur, or fourth factor of production of “organization”,
became a kind of technology: artificial intelligence. The firm as
platform uses its artificial intelligence to automate and coordinate,
in service of its entrepreneurial profit-goal, its internal activities
as well as those of its external users. Through automation and
experimentation at scale, the firm as platform manipulates the visibility, rankings, and prices of their users’ relations and transactions
with each other. As these deviations from ideal market conditions

become more apparent and egregious, regulators have sharpened
another regulatory tool intended to preserve the competitiveness
of markets—competition and antitrust law.
Liberalism requires of its entrepreneurs a modicum of fair play
to maintain the benefits of competition. Regulators worldwide have
responded with redoubled interest in antitrust law enforcement (i.e.
with US regulator activity against Google and Facebook), legislative
reforms targeting, ex-ante, platforms’ abuse of market dominance
(i.e with the EU Digital Services Act package), and new rules addressing transparency and financial flows between platforms and content
industries (i.e. with the Australian competition regulator’s Treasury
Laws Amendment (News Media and Digital Platforms Mandatory
Bargaining Code) Bill 2020 (Cth)). Disciplining the anti-competitive
practices of firms represents another liberal regulatory approach
premised on the belief that healthy market competition generates
better outcomes for consumers. Research has clearly demonstrated
the various ways platforms abuse their dominant market positions
across all sectors of the digital economy [91, 92]. Without closely
scrutinizing these regulatory efforts here, we agree with Pistor
[73] that it matters little to a data subject whether a monopoly
incumbent or a startup is collecting and processing data because “a
consumer who is the target of data’s predictive power does not necessarily benefit from greater competition among data controllers”.
Ultimately, such interventions designed around the logic of liberal
public markets have limited efficacy because they have not taken
into account how platform environments have superseded both
firms and markets as the primary form of economic organization
in the digital economy [32]. Rahman [75] and others have proposed more radical interventions in the form of public utility-type
regulations for platforms to improve transparency, neutrality, and
rate-setting. But short of options achieving pseudo-socialization,
these are unlikely to constrain business models or reduce abusive
data practices because they continue to rely on markets mechanisms
to coordinate service provision through a profit incentive. Without
updated understandings of the way data, firms, users, and “markets”
function in the digital economy, these approaches fail to tackle
incentives to treat user data as a raw economic resource, or limit
the exploitation of information flows through the infrastructures
that platforms control [15].

1.3

Egalitarianism and fairness in AI

These previous motifs—the autonomous individual and the public
market—are typically attributed to Classical Liberalism, and have
each been subjected to critique from both inside and outside liberal
thought for more than a century. Reforms have recognized the limits
of individual autonomy and alienability, and power differentials
in the market (i.e. the coercive capacities of individuals [51]). In
contrast to Classical Liberalism, New Liberalism is characterized
by liberal “justice” interventions [5]. The conditions and aims of
equality are a topic of debate among contemporary liberal scholars,
but perhaps are most paradigmatically expressed by Rawls in A
Theory of Justice and later work. These include, for instance, human
rights projects like civil and political rights, workers’ rights, and so
on, as well as property laws that recognize the social dimensions of
private property on diginitarian, civic, and social justice grounds.
Unfettered Classical Liberalism is certainly no longer the norm

and more “social” forms of liberalism that recognize and address
inequalities of distribution of social goods as well as relational
inequalities have diminished the private autonomous sphere and
increased the scope of legitimate regulatory intervention.
The egalitarian impulse of New Liberalism is very much alive
in AI ethics under the key and contested word “fairness”. Without
regulation, artificial intelligence applications risk exacerbating inequality through “rational discrimination” of people based on their
unequal life circumstances [44]. While the Rawlsian principle of
equal opportunity is most directly invoked in work on fairness in
machine learning systems involved in the hiring of employees and
compliance with anti-discrimination law [52, 60], the field has been
energized by use cases in the field of criminal justice [16, 26]. These
interventions into machine learning research were accompanied by
the recognition that there are many different meanings of “fairness”,
implying distinct tradeoffs and requiring sensitivity to context and
worldview [42, 62, 118]. Academic debate about fairness in AI has
sometimes been heated, as critical scholars have advocated that fair
or egalitarian ends require an understanding of the economic and
social contexts in which AI operates [49, 82], including its relationship with technology company hiring practices [88]. Some scholars
have argued that in many cases ethics implies the refusal of the use
of AI at all [28, 74, 93]. Despite all the efforts to align artificial intelligence applications with the egalitarian ethos, the fundamental
inequality that remains is between societies of individuals and the
powerful firms that own and operate artificial intelligence. Egalitarianism focused on distribution between individuals has thus elided
thorough examination of the nature of artificial intelligence as a
manifestation of economic organization.

2

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE FOR ITSELF

In liberal jurisdictions, the social frictions surrounding artificial
intelligence have been understood through liberalism’s conceptual
frames: the individual rational subject, their autonomy and privacy,
their coordination through the public market, and the social aim
of egalitarianism. However, the regulatory attempts to bring artificial intelligence in line with liberal expectations have failed in
many ways. Artificial intelligence is a paradigm of thought based
on scientific discoveries, as well as a system of sociotechnical organization, as much as it is a specific set of technologies. In this
section, we consider artificial intelligence in its own terms. We find
that as a scientific field, it has proven and applied several ideas that
are antithetical to liberalism, including control and optimization,
bounded rationality, and the platform.

2.1

From subject to controller

Control engineering methods can be traced back to the end of the
19th century [13], and they developed through cybernetics—a postWW2 interdisciplinary amalgam of emerging scientific theories and
engineering practices [8, 35, 78]. Originally, control engineering
concerned the creation of machines, like the homeostat or the heatseeking missile, that would adjust their behavior dynamically to
perform a function; for example, the missile rotates towards a target
with speed that slows to zero as it nears the optimal orientation.
Aligned with the new sciences of control came a new concept of
the agent: the agent is a controller that behaves in an environment

to optimize its goals, often characterized by a von Neumann utility
function.
Working with behavioral and cognitive scientists, cyberneticists
soon began conceptualizing humans in these terms. This led to an
idea of humans as “patterns of behavior” and symbolic information processors [35, 46], enabling the argument that “a uniform
behavioristic analysis is applicable to both machines and living organisms, regardless of the complexity of the behavior.” Practitioners
thus explored the utility of control, computation, and feedback for
directing combined human-machine systems towards particular
goals [78]. Cognitive scientists, always in close communication
with AI research, have come to codify the laws of rational thought
and action in the idiom of more basic statistical and computational
theory [6, 24, 25, 50, 97]. Contemporary artificial intelligence is
often framed as the implementation of these principles in machine
systems designed to accomplish an expanding range of tasks. In
variational Bayesian inference [40], for example, optimal beliefs
are arrived at through iteratively tuning model parameters in an
optimization procedure not unlike the targeting of a heat-seeking
missile.
In this paradigm, the logical principles of individual human and
artificial rationality are the same. The salient difference between
the human, the organization, and artificial intelligence is therefore
the ability to access data and process it efficiently. This view of
the agent as controller and controlled flouts liberalism’s view of
the individual as autonomous and private author of their own life.
Instead, the individual cedes their special status and becomes one
form of agent among many others.

2.2

From firm to organization

Whereas the firm for liberalism is a nexus of contracts, headed by
the entrepreneur, made between rational individuals to reduce their
transaction costs, artificial intelligence has transformed the firm
into something else. Herbert Simon, the foundational AI theorist
and economist, perhaps articulated this transformation best [85–
87]. During World War 2, organizational decision-making became
the subject of operations research optimization techniques like
linear programming. Under these conditions, the rational choice
assumptions of classical economic models, inspired by liberalism’s
model of the rational individual subject, broke down. Rather, as
organizations struggled with the computational intractability of
the problems they faced, they discovered that people and machines
were only boundedly rational. That meant problem-solving ability is
limited by cognitive and sensory capacity, as well as environmental
factors. Rationality thus became a complex, quantitative distinction,
rather than a simple qualitative one as understood by liberalism.
With the understanding that humans are only boundedly rational has come the spectre of rationality that is greater-than-human.
One version of this story is told by Bostrom [20], who argues that
the world is threatened by the possibility of a superintelligence
that could destroy human life as we know it. The argument goes
that the first “general Artificial Intelligence,” or GAI, capable of
thought approximating that of a human, would have a drive to
expand its own cognitive power as an instrumental goal towards
any other goals. Unless we can discover a way to perfectly align
the superintelligence’s goals with humanity’s, its climb towards

omnipotence will endanger us all. While there are reasons to consider Bostrom’s vision to be far-fetched [14], it can be interpreted
as a compelling futurist parable about the modern corporation.
Corporations, which unite many individuals and technical systems
under centralized leadership, surely can outperform the individual
at many cognitive tasks [86]. While originally a legal fiction designed to protect investors from liability, corporate personhood is
now a legally recognized form of artificial agency that predates and
informs questions about the nature of artificial intelligence today
[99].
Economic theory has kept up with the changing nature of the
firm. Alchian and Demsetz [4] proposed a revised theory of the
firm in which the role of the manager is to be a ‘meter’ on internal
work to prevent free-riding by workers. While Simon emphasized
the goal-oriented nature of the firm, Alchian and Demsetz tilted
the understanding of the firm towards that of a cybernetic unity.
Today, liberalism’s idea of the firm as an individual entrepreneur’s
contractual relations with other individuals is a quaint stage in the
ontogenesis of the modern corporation, which typically has many
absentee investors owning shares in a legal entity controlled by a
managerial layer of organized people and information systems. The
managerial layer is the system’s Artificial Intelligence. More often
than not, it is bound by fiduciary duty to the goal of maximizing
profit for its shareholders [27]. To that end, it seeks greater control
in, over, and as a market.

2.3

Smart markets

The widespread adoption of the Internet created booming potential
for profit-seeking corporations. However, to make the most of these
opportunities, businesses needed to monetize information services
at scale. Artificial intelligence would soon be used to enable these
new business models. According to the public market logic that
underlies liberal theory, the price of a good should be equal to its
marginal cost, which for information goods is understood to be near
zero. How could a business profit from information goods on the
Internet? One solution advanced by Shapiro and Varian [83] (that
emerged alongside the expansion of intellectual property rights and
their use for the extraction of rents on information economy goods)
was effective price discrimination—charging customers individually
the maximum price that they they were willing to pay. Through
individualized pricing, accomplished through the gathering of personalized purchase histories [2] and versioning of products, a firm
can redirect what was consumer surplus into producer surplus and
thereby recoup the fixed costs of producing the information good
in the first place.
Hence, artificial intelligence has permeated and in many ways
become the market. Whereas Coase saw the purpose of the firm as
reducing transaction costs from market interactions, today some
of the largest firms are themselves markets: platforms that offer a
space for other businesses and consumers to operate with reduced
transaction costs. Search engines, recommendation systems, and
behavioral advertising all lubricate economic transactions. Both
the market platforms and the digital businesses that operate on
them constantly harvest information with which they can gain
advantage over competitors and customers through massive scale
experimentation [30].

But these markets are not public markets, wherein relevant information is available to all participants and private goods may be
freely exchanged [31]. In this economy information services are
rented to specific customers who do not have the opportunity to
resell [47, 77]. While telecommunications infrastructure has been
used in some places to increase price transparency and market efficiency [59], platforms operate in systems of profound information
asymmetry, leading to unknown amounts of market failure [3, 94].
Some argue they are no longer even markets [18, 69, 100] but rather
algorithmic simulations of markets designed to coordinate actors
towards the goals of the market’s corporate owner. This inverts
the relationship between the public and private spheres. Under
liberalism, individuals have private domains mediated by a public
market; today, individual domains are made public, mediated by
private platforms. This inversion changes the apparatus of economic distribution in liberalism that has been a mainstay of its
legitimacy. Nothing guarantees equivalency between individuals
in such a market; egalitarianism is undermined by the inequality
between individuals and the platforms themselves.

3

THE PURPOSE OF SOCIAL SYSTEMS

Liberal law and artificial intelligence are working with fundamentally different materials. Liberalism imagines the autonomous rational individual, the public market, and a measure of equality
guaranteed by the state. Artificial intelligence has given us unequally rational agents in hierarchies of corporate control that have
subsumed market functions. If the units of liberal legal calculation
cannot be made to function meaningfully in the artificial intelligence economy, the question thus becomes what might ethical
or legal principles look like if they were to emerge from within
artificial intelligence—especially in its organizational dimensions.
The intellectual roots of artificial intelligence may lead to insights
into new ethical thinking. One new terrain of political, ethical and
regulatory possibility is the formation of new types of collectives
and intermediaries. By intermediary, we do not mean government
or regulatory intermediaries performing delegated tasks (i.e as described by Abbott et al. [1]), or intermediate agents engaged to
perform outsourced data processing without determining the purpose of that processing, or even entities certified to manage and
deal with civic “open” data. Instead, here we use intermediaries to
mean sociotechnical organizations positioned between individuals
and other parts of the B2B “AI” economy, enabling the association of individuals around particular goals through the collective
aggregation, mediation and operationalization of data flow.
In this section, we take a positive approach and introduce a new
basis for artificial intelligence ethics that shares AI’s understandings of agency as control, bounded rationality, and sociotechnical organization. The related fields of second order cybernetics,
systems theory, and artificial life grew out of earlier cybernetics
research which is now at the heart of contemporary machine learning systems. But while artificial intelligence devoted itself to the
instrumental task of performing industrially relevant functions,
this alternative intellectual branch has been taken up in legal theory and the computational understanding of biological systems. In
particular, the idea of a social system (from Luhmann) provides a
robust conceptualization of social form that is compatible with the

now ubiquitous conditions of technical mediation we see today. We
propose, as a way forward, resolving the tension between liberalism and artificial intelligence by considering what sociotechnical
organizations considered as a form of artificial life normatively
imply. This ontological move leads concretely to the normative
question: what shall be the purposes of our social systems? We see
this as a key question for postliberal AI ethics that can be concretely
mapped onto the design of data intermediaries.

3.1

From artificial intelligence to artificial life

Whereas cybernetics primarily studied the design of machines,
second-order cybernetics began with the application of information and control theory to itself as a scientific field [68, 111] and
more broadly to to the understanding of biological life. The key
ideas in second-order cybernetics, especially the version developed
by Maturana and Varela, are that of autonomy, the ability of a
system to maintain itself as a unity over time, and, as a special
case of autonomy, autopoiesis, the ability of a system to create
its own components and organization [105]. This fresh ontology,
sometimes referred to as systems theory, does not take autonomy
for granted, as both liberalism and artificial intelligence do, and
rejects the idea that a system can be understood independently
from its environment.
This line of reasoning has been quietly influential but never a
dominant paradigm. Winograd and Flores [117] used this alternative paradigm in their influential critique of artificial intelligence
when the latter was still in its symbolic stage. This inspired advances in the field of human-computer interaction (HCI), which
centered on the situatedness of the user [33, 95, 116]. However,
since their influential critique, artificial intelligence has reoriented
around the technologies of the Internet and the smartphone, which
have moved the locus of system design centripetally into the thick
mesh of businesses bartering over decontextualized, aggregate consumer data.
Niklas Luhmann [66] built on Maturana and Varela’s second
order cybernetics to study social systems. While Luhmann is wellknown in German social and legal scholarship [98], he is less well
understood in Anglophone discourse (though he is used in e.g. Baxter, 1997, and Ho, 2013). Luhmann, building on Parsons, emphasizes
the relative autonomy of different systems that are nevertheless
structurally coupled. Two individuals, for example, each have their
own psychic system, but they are structurally coupled with each
other through a social system that is composed of their communications.
While engaged with philosophically heady and sociological concepts, this line of inquiry is nevertheless supported by a mathematized discipline. There are both classical mathematizations of
autonomy [45, 107] and more recent attempts to rebuild the theory
on information theoretic grounds [17]. Computational simulations
are used to study artificial life [21] with models of agents whose
cognition and identity are more intertwined with each other and
their environment [106] than the von Neumann model of the agent
familiar to artificial intelligence practitioners and emblematic of
liberalism’s atomistic conception of the individual. Second order
cybernetics has been used in studies of software development and
data modeling [39]), but not yet to more modern machine learning

applications, platform design, or theory of the firm. We see this as a
promising research trajectory for artificial intelligence ethics with
direct technical applications. Specifically, we consider the design
of intermediaries: collections of individuals, joined by a technical
system that engages them in a circuit of data flows, as a social
system and form of artificial life.

3.2

Intermediary Purposes

As a historical contingency, today the dominant form of social
organization has the profit function as its raison d’etre. The individual can stand in only a limited number of relations towards such
an organism: they can be shareholders, employees, customers, or,
most recently, users. The interior relations between these parties,
mediated today by artificial intelligence, are beyond the scope of
liberal understanding and the normativity of text-based law and
contracts [56]. Meanwhile, these organisms engage each other in
business to business (B2B) relations, similarly mediated by artificial
intelligence, in myriad complex ways involving calibrated, digital, probabilistic exchanges in which control, not commodities, are
exchanged for money and entitlements.
Liberalism cannot describe the world with artificial intelligence,
and so it cannot normatively guide it. Perhaps the design and legal facilitation of digital intermediaries can preserve some form
of relative autonomy and equality for individuals. These designs
should no longer be premised on the rationality of the individual.
This rationality is dwarfed by those of social systems employing
artificial intelligence. The problem is that those AI systems treat
individuals as instruments towards the goal of profit. An ethical AI,
in contrast, would be a social system that treats the individuals with
which it is structurally coupled as ends, not means. More precisely,
such a system would sustain itself, and its individual members as
parts of itself, as a free way of life.
Data intermediaries, like privacy regulations, will fail if they are
designed around mismatched liberal ideas. One of the earliest internet intermediaries, for instance, AllAdvantage, collected data and
displayed personalized ads through a browser plugin. It remitted
a fraction of the advertising value to its users. This commercial
intermediary effectively invented behavioral advertising, but eventually collapsed because of its Ponzi-scheme-like financial model.
Simply attempting to improve the individual’s terms of trade over
their data, imagined as a commodity, has never worked. Pistor [73]
suggests a more radical solution of remitting value from data back
to users as a form of equity by refashioning platforms into agents
of user-owned data trusts. Through this mechanism data producers
would become joint-venturers of the platform, giving them a claim
on future profits as well as governance rights. This socializes the
commercial platform, but leaves its commercial purposes otherwise
consistent. Simultaneously occupying the roles of user and owner
of a commercial platform apparatus may perversely incentivize
individuals to exploit themselves to achieve maximum financial
remuneration. The pursuit of profit for its own sake will perhaps
never lead to an ethical AI.
Another purpose for intermediaries is the enforcement of data
rights. One example is the UK App Drivers and Couriers union
bringing a class action against Uber for breaching Article 22 of the
GDPR in its use of automated decision-making systems to suspend

workers from the App [36]. While class actions leverage the economics of group representation, not-for-profits that bring these
cases are still pursuing the enforcement of individual data subject
rights as their primary purpose. Because there is little or no communicative action by class members with respect to legal action, it may
not even be a social system per se. A more promising example is the
Swiss health data coop MiData, which is positioned as a platform
between providers of health data and entities interested in using it
for different purposes. Users are given granular control over the use
of their data in different projects. As members of the coop, users
also have a stake in the development of the coop’s governance,
including how revenues paid into the coop are used. MiData is only
one of several innovative organizational models for health data [61]
an area of growing significance [108]. The MiData model is also
being extended to other sectors, such as energy.
Sectoral data intermediaries may be more promising than those
involved with context-free consumer internet, portable devices,
or sensors in public. Quayside Civic Data Trust, intended for the
Toronto Sidewalk Labs project, was a proposed data intermediary
for the “smart city” urban data use case, for which it is not feasible
to collect meaningful consent from data subjects [84]. It notionally
involved a community controlled data review board with comprehensive internal governance mechanisms to develop policies and
rules for data collection, release and processing. However, the “civic”
purpose of the trust may have concealed another, the corporate risk
strategy of Sidewalk Labs. Data’s commercial value for advertising
is time sensitive, but legal audit requirements require that it be
maintained for some time beyond its commercial usefulness. The
Civic Data Trust may thus have been in fact a Civic Data Dump for
toxic data assets [12, 81]. The project never eventuated.
Many radical data intermediary design proposals focus on the
decentralization of the technical architecture; these have met with
varied success [70, 101]. Among the more recent proposals are Distributed Autonomous Organizations (DAO) that use blockchain
technology to ensure that no one entity must be trusted to control
the system. Using different cooperative arrangements, Distributed
Cooperative Organizations (DisCOs) offer a theory of practice for
recalibrating distributed technologies for facilitating associationist
federations of cooperatives within alternative economies [102]. In
the DisCo model, the social system tracks and remunerates different
forms of work, including the labor necessary for community and
cooperative reproduction (alongside generating commons-based
and market-based forms of value). There are now a variety of modular technical applications and tools in the DisCo ecosystem for
design, development, operation, automation, and reproduction of
cooperatives.
In our view, an alternative model more aligned with secondorder cybernetics principles would be something like an attention
coop. Individuals that recognize the need to be part of a smart social
system that reflects their shared purposes and priorities could join
an intermediary in which members cooperatively develop their
own search and recommendation priorities, controlling incoming
data sources as well as outgoing data flows. Such a system might
generate revenue if that were prioritized; following Pistor [73], that
revenue could be distributed in pro rata shares to the system’s members. But profit need not be the only purpose. Rather the purpose of
the system would be self-control and self-governance. This narrow

function could be a prerequisite to building intermediaries that
calibrated such systems towards civic priorities and public service,
broadly construed, as suggested by some commentators [43, 80].
Perhaps such a media system would avoid the pathologies associated with social media optimized for engagement for advertising
purposes.
In general, we see the movement from liberalism towards secondorder cybernetics as opening a wider range of social systems as
potential solutions to the challenges of AI law and ethics. Rather
than attempt to remit data’s value to individuals through a property right, social systems can leverage their market power and
collectively bargain for better terms of interaction with the digital
economy. Rather than assert rights through class action lawsuits,
social systems can engage in collective action to steer political systems. Rather than limit themselves to compliance with existing
sectoral regulations, social systems can create new contexts with
new social purposes. While intermediaries are often launched by
entrepreneurs and activists, the viability of new intermediary forms
may well depend on the legal environment. Our inquiry leads to the
recommendation that AI ethicists look to the field of organization
law [73] and explore it for new possibilities.
We have arrived at a principle: an artificial intelligence will be as
ethical as the purposes of the social system that operates it. AI ethics
implicates many broader political and sociological questions about
the organization of society, but demands attention to the scientific
advances at the heart of artificial intelligence practice. This science
has revealed the limitations of atomistic individuality and drawn
our attention to collective interests. If data protection law and its
analogues are premised on individual autonomy and control for
the protection of dignity, personhood, and self-presentation, what
purposes might constitute meaningful collective autonomy in the
data economy? Is autonomy itself such a purpose?
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